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WALL INSTALLATION HOOKS

Our MAOMI wish for Christmas: have fun!

We all are familiar with: a free wall surface and the question where the painting, picture or shelf fits
best? Let's reverse the question: Which wall is best for your MAOMI HOOKS? The answer is simple:

any one is.

We all change constantly. Life is change. Furnishing, feeling at ease and at home - for us at MAOMI,
that always means arriving and decelerating. We would like to bring joy to the wall with our HOOKS.

Let's all play a little more! There is no right and no wrong. What matters is what pleases you.
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Simply be a Child Again

Our wall installation HOOKS stands for creative freedom - and awakens a desire for a new sense of
space.

Whether wall installation, object art or design element: MAOMI HOOKS redefine the coat hook.
Hand-cast from high-quality porcelain, the HOOKS are timeless art installation and functional

wardrobe in one. Your art and your work as an independent player within the room. Minimalist
clarity meets power and naturalness.

In color and design language, the HOOKS remind us of pebbles that over time have been finely
polished by water.

MAOMI offers the HOOKS in three different color-sets, packed in a sophisticated, high-quality design
box. The large set includes all 9 shapes, the two small sets 5 different shapes each. Available in the

four natural matt tones "stone grey", "sand grey", "off black" and "off white", each hook comes with a
stainless-steel thread and a configured mounting set. They are waterproof and suitable for indoor

and outdoor use.
 



Into the New: with Forms, Pictures and Ideas

Our partner company in Vietnam is supported by an international development cooperative and
produces the MAOMI HOOKS with us. Experience and a love for porcelain can be felt in every move

of the potters’ hands. We are grateful for the inspiration and joy we share in our work together. With
our orders, MAOMI supports the manufactory in its efforts for fair wages, the establishment of social

standards and gender equality in the local labour market.
 

For further questions or further pictures we are always at your disposal.
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